Zinc and DNA binding properties of a novel LIM homeodomain protein Isl-2.
LIM homeodomain proteins are a family of recently characterized proteins which contain, in addition to a homeodomain, two tandem repeats of conserved Cys-His motifs termed as LIM domains. We have recently isolated several clones from a chinook salmon pituitary cDNA library that encode two novel LIM homeodomain proteins, Isl-2 and Isl-3, which are structurally related to rat Isl-1. In the present study, we used the salmon Isl-2 to determine the role of LIM domains in DNA binding. Several glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins containing either full length Isl-2 or various portions of this protein were expressed in bacteria. Zinc blot analysis reveals that the LIM domains produced in bacteria are capable of binding zinc. Gel shift analysis indicates that all homeodomain-containing fusion proteins are able to bind to a TAAT target sequence while the fusion proteins containing only the LIM domain are not. In contrast to a previous observation that the LIM domains of rat Isl-1 have an inhibitory role in DNA binding, full length salmon Isl-2 containing both the LIM domains and a homeodomain can bind to a TAAT target sequence. To further examine the role of LIM domains in DNA binding, several GST fusion proteins were used to select specific target DNA sequences from a pool of randomly incorporated oligonucleotides. Specific target DNAs were selected by fusion proteins containing the homeodomain or the full length Isl-2, but not by LIM domain only fusion proteins, indicating that the LIM domain alone is not involved in DNA binding. The selected target DNAs were cloned and sequenced. They revealed two classes of consensus, C/TTAATG/TG/A and C/TTAAGTG, for both the homeodomain and full length Isl-2. The two classes of consensus competed with each other for binding to the homeodomain. The equilibrium dissociation constants for DNA binding, estimated by Scatchard analysis, were similar for the homeodomain and full length Isl-2.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)